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Abstract� This paper gives an overview of scale�space and image enhancement
techniques which are based on parabolic partial di�erential equations in divergence
form� In the nonlinear setting this �lter class allows to integrate a�priori knowledge
into the evolution� We sketch basic ideas behind the di�erent �lter models� discuss
their theoretical foundations and scale�space properties� discrete aspects� suitable
algorithms� generalizations� and applications�

� Introduction

During the last decade nonlinear di�usion �lters have become a powerful and
well�founded tool in multiscale image analysis� These models allow to include
a�priori knowledge into the scale�space evolution� and they lead to an image
simpli�cation which simultaneously preserves or even enhances semantically
important information such as edges� lines� or �ow�like structures�

Many papers have appeared proposing di�erent models� investigating their
theoretical foundations� and describing interesting applications� For a non�
expert in this �eld� however� it is often di�cult to appreciate the di�erences
and speci�c features of each of these �lters� or to �nd the suitable literature
for a given problem� The goal of the present paper is to ease these di�culties
by giving an overview of the state�of�the art in nonlinear di�usion �ltering�

We focus on approaches in divergence form� Together with re�ecting or pe�
riodic boundary conditions they guarantee that the �ltering does not alter
the average grey value of an image� This property is useful for scale�space
based segmentation algorithm such as the hyperstack ��	
� and for all areas
where the grey value is proportional to some physical quantity� for instance
in medical imaging� The restriction to di�usion models means that we will
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not discuss related models based on curve evolution� which cannot be writ�
ten in divergence form� Also total variation denoising methods and systems
of reaction�di�usion equations shall not be treated here� Overviews of these
interesting methods can be found in ����	���	
�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � reviews the physical principles be�
hind di�usion processes� This helps us to understand the di�erences between
linear and nonlinear� and isotropic and anisotropic processes� In Section  we
discuss well�posedness and scale�space properties of linear di�usion �ltering
and describe an inhomogeneous variant which combines nonlinear adaptation
with linear di�usion �ltering� Nonlinear isotropic di�usion �ltering is consid�
ered in Section �� We shall study well�posed models with monotone �ux func�
tions� discuss ill�posedness aspects of the classical nonlinear di�usion �lter of
Perona and Malik� and review both spatial and temporal regularizations in
order to make di�usion �lters with a nonmonotone �ux function well�posed�
Section � is devoted to the study of di�erent nonlinear anisotropic models
and their well�posedness and scale�space properties� In Section � we sketch
generalizations with nontrivial steady�states and extensions to dimensions
�  and to vector�valued images� The important issue of discrete nonlinear
scale�spaces and e�cient numerical schemes is addressed in Section �� Section
� gives an overview of di�erent applications of nonlinear di�usion �ltering�
and the paper is concluded with a summary in Section ��

� The Physical Background of Di�usion

Most people have an intuitive impression of di�usion as a physical process
that equilibrates concentration di�erences without creating or destroying
mass� This physical observation can be easily cast in a mathematical for�
mulation�

The equilibration property is expressed by Fick�s law�

j � �D � ru� ���

This equation states that a concentration gradient ru causes a �ux j which
aims to compensate for this gradient� The relation between ru and j is
described by the di�usion tensor D� a positive de�nite symmetric matrix�
The case where j and ru are parallel is called isotropic� Then we may replace
the di�usion tensor by a positive scalar�valued di�usivity g� In the general
anisotropic case� j and ru are not parallel�

The observation that di�usion does only transport mass without destroying
it or creating new mass is expressed by the continuity equation

�tu � �div j ���

where t denotes the time�



If we plug in Fick�s law into the continuity equation we end up with the
di�usion equation

�tu � div �D � ru�� ��

This equation appears in many physical transport processes� In the context
of heat transfer it is called heat equation�
In image processing we may identify the concentration with the grey value
at a certain location� If the di�usion tensor is constant over the whole image
domain� one speaks of homogeneous di�usion� and a space�dependent �lter�
ing is called inhomogeneous� Often the di�usion tensor is a function of the
di�erential structure of the evolving image itself� Such a feedback leads to
nonlinear di�usion �lters�
Sometimes the computer vision literature deviates from the preceding no�
tations� It can happen that homogeneous �ltering is named isotropic� and
inhomogeneous blurring is called anisotropic� even if it uses a scalar�valued
di�usivity instead of a di�usion tensor�

� Linear Di�usion Filtering

��� Basic Idea and Well�Posedness

Let us consider a two�dimensional �scalar�valued� image which is given by
a continuous bounded mapping f � IR� � IR� One of the most widely used
methods for smoothing f is to regard it as the initial state of a homogeneous
linear di�usion process�

�tu � �u� ���

u�x� 	� � f�x�� ���

Its solution is given by the convolution integral

u�x� t� �

�
f�x� �t � 	�
�Kp

�t � f��x� �t � 	�
���

where K� denotes a Gaussian with standard deviation ��

K��x� ��
�

����
� exp

�
�
jxj�

���

�
� ���

This solution is unique� provided we restrict ourselves to functions satisfying

ju�x� t�j � M � exp �ajxj�� �M�a � 	�� ���

It depends continuously on the initial image f with respect to k � kL��IR���
and it ful�ls the maximum�minimum principle

inf
IR�

f � u�x� t� � sup
IR�

f on IR� � �	���� ���



��� Scale�Space Properties

Linear di�usion �ltering is the oldest and best�studied representative of a
scale�space� In scale�space theory one embeds an image f into a continuous
family fTtf j t � 	g of gradually smoother versions of it� The original image
corresponds to the scale t � 	 and increasing the scale should simplify the
image without creating spurious structures� Since a scale�space introduces
a hierarchy of the image features� it constitutes an important step from a
pixel�related image representation to a semantical image description�
Alvarez� Guichard� Lions and Morel ��
 have shown that scale�spaces are
naturally governed by partial di�erential equations �PDEs� with the original
image as initial condition� The diversity of scale�space approaches has induced
people to investigate which of these equations can be distinguished in a unique
way from others� because they can be derived from �rst principles �axioms��
Interestingly� imposing linearity restricts the scale�space idea to essentially
one representative� convolution with Gaussians of increasing width�
Usually a ��� paper by Witkin ���
 is regarded as the �rst reference to the
linear scale�space idea� Recent work by Weickert� Ishikawa and Imiya ��
�
however� shows that scale�space is more than �	 years older� An axiomatic
derivation of ��D Gaussian scale�space has already been presented by Taizo
Iijima in a Japanese journal paper from ���� ��
� Iijima derived Gaussian
scale�space under �ve axioms� linearity� translation invariance� scale invari�
ance� semigroup property� and preservation of positivity� This has been the
starting point of an entire world of linear scale�space research in Japan� which
is basically unknown in the western world�
Until today� more than �	 di�erent axiomatics for Gaussian scale�space exist
in the literature� see ��
 for an overview� Each of these axiomatics con�rms
and enhances the evidence that the others give� that Gaussian scale�space is
unique within a linear framework�
A detailed treatment of the various aspects of Gaussian scale�space theory
can be found in ���������
 and the references therein�

��� Limitations

Figure � �a� gives an impression of the temporal evolution under linear dif�
fusion �ltering� It depicts an MR slice of the human head� We observe that
the image gets more and more simpli�ed and noise and small�scale structures
vanish very well� On the other hand� we also observe two typical disadvan�
tages of Gaussian smoothing�

�a� Gaussian smoothing does not only reduce noise� but also blurs important
features such as edges and� thus� makes them harder to identify� Since
Gaussian scale�space is designed to be completely uncommitted� it cannot
take into account any a�priori information on structures which are worth
being preserved �or even enhanced��



�b� Linear di�usion �ltering dislocates edges when moving from �ner to
coarser scales� So structures which are identi�ed at a coarse scale do
not give the right location and have to be traced back to the original
image ���
� In practice� relating dislocated information obtained at di�er�
ent scales is di�cult and bifurcations may give rise to instabilities� These
coarse�to��ne tracking di�culties are generally denoted as the correspon�
dence problem�

Due to the uniqueness of the Gaussian scale�space within a linear framework
we know that any modi�cation in order to overcome these problems will either
renounce linearity or some other scale�space properties� In the following we
shall see that a natural way to reduce both problems is to make the di�usion
inhomogeneous by steering the process by the geometry of the image itself�

��� Inhomogeneous linear di�usion

One of the simplest models for including a�priori knowledge and for reducing
the correspondence problem is inhomogeneous linear di�usion �ltering��

Suppose we are interested in a smoothing process which reduces smoothing
at edges in order to preserve their contrast and location in a better way than
Gaussian scale�space� We can use jrf j as a fuzzy edge detector� locations with
large jrf j have a higher likelihood to be an edge� Hence� one can reduce the
di�usivity for larger values of jrf j� for instance by setting ��


g�jrf j�� ��
�p

� � jrf j����
�� � 	�� ��	�

Although this adaptation is nonlinear� the di�usion equation remains linear�

�tu � div �g�jrf j�� ru�� ����

Such an adaptation of the di�usion process to the original image has been
studied by Fritsch ���
� Figure � �b� shows the behaviour of inhomogeneous
linear di�usion �ltering when being applied to the MR image� Compared
with homogeneous linear di�usion� edges remain better localized and their
blurring is reduced� On the other hand� for large t the �ltered image reveals
some artefacts which re�ect the di�erential structure of the initial image�

� Another inhomogeneous linear smoothing technique uses Gaussian convolution
where the kernel size and�or shape is adapted to the underlying image structure�
see e�g� ����� Such a shape�adapted Gaussian smoothing is no longer equivalent
to an inhomogeneous di�usion process� and it does not preserve the average grey
level� If one wants to relate shape�adapted Gaussian smoothing to a PDE� one
has to carry out sophisticated scaling limits �����



� Nonlinear Isotropic Di�usion Filtering

��� Models with Monotone Flux Function

Basic Idea� A natural idea to reduce the before mentioned artefacts of
inhomogeneous linear di�usion �ltering would be to introduce a feedback in
the process by adapting the di�usivity g to the gradient of the actual image
u�x� t� instead of the original image f�x�� This leads to the nonlinear di�usion
equation ���


�tu � div �g�jruj�� ru�� ����

Figure � �c� shows how such a nonlinear feedback is useful to increase the
edge localization in a signi�cant way� Structures remain well�localized as long
as they can be recognized� Also blurring at edges is reduced very much� The
absolute contrast at edges� however� becomes smaller�

Well�Posedness and Scale�Space Properties� If the �ux function�

	�s� �� g�jsj��s ���

is monotonously increasing in s� then classical mathematical theories such as
monotone operators ���
 and di�erential inequalities ���
 ensure well�posedness
for the corresponding initial value problem with re�ecting boundary condi�
tions�

�tu � div �g�jruj�� ru� on 
 � �	���� ����

u�x� 	� � f�x� on 
� ����

�nu � 	 on �
 � �	���� ����

Here� 
 denotes a rectangular image domain and �n is the derivative in nor�
mal direction� Moreover� the solution u�x� t� satis�es the extremum principle

inf f � u�x� t� � sup f �x� � t � 	� ����

and also local extrema are not enhanced� Hummel ��
 has shown that under
certain conditions the extremum principle is equivalent to the noncreation of
new level�crossings� This causality property guarantees that in principle one
can trace back features from coarse to �ne scales by following their isolumi�
nance surface ���
� It constitutes an important smoothing quality in scale�
space theory�

� The �mathematical �ux� � and the �physical �ux� j have di�erent sign�



Relations to Energy Minimization� An interesting insight into nonlinear
di�usion �ltering may also be gained by looking at its relation to energy
minimization�� Let us consider a potential function ��jruj� whose gradient
is given by the �ux 	�ru��

r
�
��jruj�

�
� 	�ru� � g�jruj��ru� ����

Then minimizing the energy functional

E�u� ��

Z
�

��jruj� dx ����

with the descent method leads to

�tu � div �g�jruj�� ru� ��	�

with re�ecting boundary conditions� Table � gives an overview of some typical
di�usivities and their corresponding �uxes�

Table �� Relations between potentials and di�usivities� Adapted from ����

method di�usivity g�s�� potential ��s� ��s� convex for

linear di�usion ���� � s�

�
all s

Charbonnier et al� ���� �p
��s����

p
�� � ��s� � �� all s

Perona	Malik ���� �

��s����
��

�
log
�
� �

�
s
�

��� jsj � �

The potential � is convex whenever the �ux 	 is monotonously increas�
ing� Convex energy functionals have exactly one minimum� and this can be
found easily by gradient descent� Computationally expensive methods from
nonconvex optimization are not necessary and standard �nite element ap�
proximations are stable ���
� This makes the use of di�usivities leading to
convex potentials very attractive� Such di�usivities have been proposed in
��	����	�����	
� Usually they are supplemented with an additional reaction
term which will be discussed in Section ����
It is not hard to see that di�usion processes with a monotonously increasing
�ux functions cannot enhance edges ���
� In certain applications this is an
undesirable e�ect� So let us now draw our attention to processes which lead
to nonconvex potentials or � equivalently � to nonmonotone �uxes�

� Besides the variational interpretation there exist other theoretical frameworks
for di�usion �lters such as the Markov random �eld and mean �eld annealing
context ������������� and deterministic interactive particle models �����



Fig� �� Di�usion scale�spaces with a convex potential function� Top� Original im�
age� � � �� ������ �a� Left Column� Linear di�usion� top to bottom� t � � �����
�� �� �b� Middle Column� Inhomogeneous linear di�usion �� � 
�� t � � ��
�� �� �c� Right Column� Nonlinear isotropic di�usion with the Charbonnier
di�usivity �� � ��� t � � �� ��� ��



Fig� �� Nonlinear di�usion scale�spaces with a spatial regularization� Top� Original
image� � � �� ������ �a� Left Column� Isotropic nonlinear di�usion �� � ��
� � ��� t � � ��� �� �� �b� Middle Column� Isotropic nonlinear
di�usion �� � �� � � ��� t � � �� �� ��� �c� Right Column� Edge�enhancing
anisotropic di�usion �� � �� � � ��� t � � ��� 
��� ��



��� The Perona�Malik Model

Basic Idea� The historically �rst nonlinear di�usion �lter has been pro�
posed by Perona and Malik in ���� ���
� They use more rapidly decreasing
di�usivities than ��	�� for instance

g�jruj�� �
�

� � jruj����
�� � 	�� ����

The results were visually impressive� edges remained stable over a very long
time� It was demonstrated that edge detection based on this process clearly
outperforms the linear Canny edge detector� even without applying non�
maximum suppression and hysteresis thresholding ���
� However� the Perona�
Malik approach reveals some problems which we shall analyse next�

Edge Enhancement and Ill�Posedness� To study the theoretical be�
haviour of the Perona�Malik �lter� let us for simplicity of notation restrict
ourselves to the one�dimensional case�
For the di�usivity ���� it follows from Table � that the potential function
��s� is only convex for jsj � �� Consequently� the �ux function 	�s� satis�es
	��s��	 for jsj��� and 	��s��	 for jsj��� see Figure �
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Since ���� can be rewritten as

�tu � �x�	��xu�� � 	���xu� �xxu� ����

we observe that � in spite of its nonnegative di�usivity � the Perona�Malik
model is of forward parabolic type for j�xuj��� and of backward parabolic type
for j�xuj��� In the backward region the Perona�Malik equation resembles the
backward di�usion equation �tu � ��xxu� a classical example for an ill�posed



equation� In the same way as forward di�usion smoothes contrasts� backward
di�usion enhances them� Thus� the Perona�Malik model may sharpen edges�
if their gradient is larger than the contrast parameter �� see ���
 for more
details�

Unfortunately� for general smooth nonmonotone �ux function 	 there is no
mathematical theory available which guarantees well�posedness� and a coun�
terexample by H�ollig ��
 shows that certain di�usion processes with non�
monotone �uxes can have an in�nite number of solutions� Recently Kichenas�
samy ����	
 introduced a notion of generalized solutions to the Perona�Malik
process which are piecewise linear and contain jumps� However� one should
not expect that a solution of this type is unique or stable with respect to the
initial image ��������	
�

Forward�backward di�usion equations are not as unnatural as they look at
�rst glance� they have been proposed as models for the evolution of stepwise
constant temperature or salinity pro�les in the ocean� and related equations
appear in population dynamics and viscoelasticity� see ��
 and the references
therein�

In the context of oceanography� numerical experiments were carried out by
Posmentier ���
 in ����� Starting from a smoothly increasing initial distri�
bution he reported the creation of perturbations which led to a stepwise
constant salinity pro�le after some time� He also observed instabilities� a �rst
experimental hint to the ill�posedness of this equation� Instabilities were also
reported later on by Dzhu Magazieva ���
�

In image processing� numerical simulations on the ill�posedness of the one�
dimensional Perona�Malik �lter were performed by Nitzberg and Shiota ���
�
Fr�ohlich and Weickert ���
� and Benhamouda ��
� All results point in the
same direction� the solution depends strongly on the regularizing e�ect of the
discretization� Finer discretizations are less regularizing and reveal a larger
danger of staircasing e�ects� where a smoothed step edge evolves into piece�
wise linear segments which are separated by jumps� Contributions to the
explanation and avoidance of staircasing can be found in ���������	������
�

Interestingly� practical implementations of the Perona�Malik process work
often better than one would expect from theory� Staircasing is essentially the
only observable instability� A discrete explanation for this so�called Perona�
Malik paradox ��	
 has been given by Weickert and Benhamouda ���
� They
proved that a standard spatial �nite di�erence discretization is su�cient to
turn the Perona�Malik process into a well�posed system of nonlinear ordinary
di�erential equations �ODEs�� If an explicit time discretization is applied�
then the resulting scheme is monotonicity preserving in the ��D case ��
� a
monotone function remains monotone after �ltering� Thus� oscillations cannot
appear and artefacts are restricted to staircasing�



��� Regularized Models with Nonmonotone Flux Functions

Although numerical schemes may provide implicit regularizations which sta�
bilize the process� it seems to be more natural to introduce the regularization
directly into the continuous Perona�Malik equation in order to become more
independent of the numerical implementation ������
�
One can apply spatial or temporal regularization �and of course� a combina�
tion of both�� The following three examples illustrate the variety of possibil�
ities and their tailoring towards a speci�c task�

�a� The �rst spatial regularization attempt is probably due to Posmentier
who observed numerically the stabilizing e�ect of averaging the gradient
within the di�usivity ���
�
A mathematically sound formulation of this idea is given by Catt�e� Lions�
Morel and Coll ���
� By replacing the di�usivity g�jruj�� of the Perona�
Malik model by g�jru�j

�� with u� ��K��u they end up with

�tu � div �g�jru�j
�� ru� ���

and establish existence� uniqueness and regularity of a solution to a cor�
responding initial boundary value problem�
Whitaker and Pizer ���
 and Li and Chen ��
 have suggested to make
the parameters � and � time�dependent� and a systematic study of the
parameter in�uence in a ��D version of ��� has been carried out by
Benhamouda ��
� Other spatial regularizations of equations of the Perona�
Malik type will be described in Section ����
Spatial regularizations lead to processes where the solution converges to
a constant steady�state ���
� This is a desirable property for scale�spaces�
since a constant image can be regarded as the simplest and coarsest image
representation�
From a practical point of view� spatial regularizations o�er the advan�
tage that they make the �lter insensitive to noise at scales smaller than
�� Therefore� when regarding ��� as an image restoration equation� it
exhibits besides the contrast parameter � an additional scale parameter
�� This avoids a shortcoming of the genuine Perona�Malik process which
misinterprets strong oscillations due to noise as edges which should be
preserved or even enhanced�

�b� P��L� Lions proved in a private communication to Mumford that the one�
dimensional process

�tu � �x �g�v� �xu�� ����

�tv �
�
�
�j�xuj

��v� ����

leads to a well�posed �lter �cf� ���
�� We observe that v is intended as a
time�delay regularization of j�xuj

� where the parameter  �	 determines
the delay� These equations arise as a special case of the spatio�temporal



regularizations of Nitzberg and Shiota ���
 when neglecting any spatial
regularization� Mumford conjectures that this model gives piecewise con�
stant steady�states� In this case� the steady�state solution would solve a
segmentation problem�

�c� In the context of shear �ows� Barenblatt et al� ��
 regularized the one�
dimensional forward�backward heat equation by considering the third�
order equation

�tu � �x�	�ux�� � �xt���ux�� ����

where � is strictly increasing and uniformly bounded in IR� and j	��s�j �
O����s�� as s � 	�� This regularization was physically motivated by
introducing a relaxation time  into the di�usivity�

For the corresponding initial boundary value problem with homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions they proved the existence of a unique
generalized solution� They also showed that smooth solutions may become
discontinuous within �nite ��� time� before they �nally converge to a
piecewise constant steady�state�

These examples demonstrate that regularization is much more than stabi�
lizing an ill�posed process� Regularization is modelling� Appropriately chosen
regularizations create the desired �lter features� We observe that spatial reg�
ularizations are closer to scale�space ideas while temporal regularization are
more related to image restoration and segmentation� since they may lead to
nontrivial steady�states�

Figure � �a� depicts the temporal evolution under the spatially regularized
�lter ���� At the chin we observe that this equation is indeed capable of
enhancing edges� All structures are extremely well�localized and the results
are segmentation�like� On the other hand� also small structures exist over
long range of scales if they di�er from their vicinity by a su�ciently large
contrast� One can try to make this �lter faster and more insensitive to small�
size structures by increasing the regularizing Gaussian kernel size � �cf� Fig�
� �b��� but this also leads to stronger blurring of large structures� and it is
no longer possible to enhance the contour of the whole head�

� Nonlinear Anisotropic Models

All nonlinear di�usion �lters that we have investigated so far utilize a scalar�
valued di�usivity g which is adapted to the underlying image structure�
Therefore� they are isotropic and the �ux j � �gru is always parallel
to ru� Nevertheless� in certain applications it would be desirable to rotate
the �ux towards the orientation of interesting features� These requirements
cannot be satis�ed by a scalar di�usivity anymore� a di�usion tensor leading
to anisotropic di�usion �lters has to be introduced�



��� Spatial Regularizations

Anisotropic di�usion �lters often apply spatial regularization strategies� We
shall study two examples� The �rst one o�ers advantages at noisy edges� and
the second one is adapted to the processing of one�dimensional features such
as parallel lines and �ow�like structures�

Edge�Enhancing Anisotropic Di�usion� In the interior of a segment
the nonlinear isotropic di�usion equation ��� behaves almost like the linear
di�usion �lter ���� but at edges di�usion is inhibited� Therefore� noise at
edges cannot be eliminated successfully by this process�
To overcome this problem� a desirable method should prefer di�usion along
edges to di�usion perpendicular to them� To this end� we construct the or�
thonormal system of eigenvectors v�� v� of the di�usion tensor D such that
v� k ru� and v� 
 ru� � In order to prefer smoothing along the edge to
smoothing across it� one can choose the corresponding eigenvalues �� and ��
as ���


�� �� g�jru� j
��� ����

�� �� �� ����

In general� ru is not parallel to one of the eigenvectors of D as long as ��	�
Hence� this model behaves really anisotropic� If we let the regularization
parameter � tend to 	� we end up with the isotropic Perona�Malik process�
Figure � �c� depicts an evolution under edge enhancing anisotropic di�usion�
We observe that it creates fairly realistic segments and does not su�er from
the problem that small structures are too robust� The larger di�usion along
edges� however� creates also slightly stronger rounding of high�curved objects
such as the nose�
Another anisotropic model which can be regarded as a regularization of an
isotropic nonlinear di�usion �lter has been described in ��
�

Coherence�Enhancing Anisotropic Di�usion� A second motivation for
introducing anisotropy into di�usion processes arises from the wish to process
one�dimensional features such as line�like structures� We shall now investigate
a modi�cation of a model by Cottet and Germain ���
 which is speci�cally
designed for the enhancement of coherent �ow�like structures ���
�
For this purpose one needs more sophisticated structure descriptors than
ru�� For instance we may use the structure tensor �second�moment matrix�
scatter matrix� interest operator	 �����	


J��ru�� �� K� � �ru�ru
T
� �� ����

The componentwise convolution with the Gaussian K� averages orientation
information over an integration scale �� Since J� is a symmetric positive



semide�nite matrix� there exists an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors v� and
v� with corresponding eigenvalues �� � �� � 	� The eigenvalues measure the
average contrast �grey value variation� in the eigendirections within a scale
�� Therefore� v� is the orientation with the highest grey value �uctuations�
and v� gives the preferred local orientation� the coherence direction� The
expression �������

� is a measure of the local coherence� If one wants to
enhance coherent structures� one should smooth mainly along the coherence
direction v� with a di�usivity �� which increases with respect to the coherence
�������

�� This can be accomplished by designing D such that it possesses
the same eigenvectors v�� v� as J� and choosing its corresponding eigenvalues
as

�� �� �� �	�

�� ��

�
� if ������

�� ����� exp
�

�C
��������m

�
else�

���

where C � 	� m� IN� and the small positive parameter �� �	� �� keeps the
di�usion tensor uniformly positive de�nite�

Fig� �� Coherence�enhancing anisotropic di�usion of a �ngerprint image�
�a� Left� Original image� � � �� ������ �b� Right� Filtered� � � ���
� � �� t � �� From �����

Figure � shows the restoration properties of coherence�enhancing anisotropic
di�usion when being applied to a �ngerprint image� The di�usion �lter en�
courages smoothing along the coherence orientation v� and is therefore well�
suited for closing interrupted lines� Due to its reduced di�usivity at nonco�
herent structures� the locations of the semantically important singularities in
the �ngerprint remain the same� It should be noted that this �lter cannot
be regarded as a regularization of a Perona�Malik process� Moreover� a pure



local analysis cannot detect interrupted lines� This requires semilocal infor�
mation from the structure tensor which averages orientation information over
an integration scale ��

Well�Posedness and Scale�Space Properties� Linear di�usion �lters�
the regularized isotropic �lter ���� and the preceding nonlinear anisotropic
models can be cast in a general form where the di�usion tensor D is a smooth
function of J��ru��� which remains uniformly positive de�nite� Generalizing
the reasonings from ���
 it follows that problems of this type have a unique
solution which is in�nitely often di�erentiable for t � 	� Moreover� this so�
lution depends continuously on the original image with respect to the L��
�
norm �����	
� This is of importance when considering stereo images� image
sequences or slices from medical CT or MR sequences� since we know that
similar images remain similar after �ltering�
Interestingly� this �lter class � which allows edge enhancement � can be re�
garded as a smoothing scale�space evolution� It can be proved that the so�
lutions satisfy causality properties in terms of an extremum principle and
nonenhancement of local extrema �����	
� Other interpretations as smooth�
ing transformations are based on Lyapunov functional and will be discussed
next�

Lyapunov Functionals� Nonlinear di�usion �lters with a spatial regular�
ization by means of Gaussian derivatives cannot be derived as a descent
method of a suitable energy functional� However� there are many alternatives�
it can be shown �����	
 that for all convex� twice di�erentiable functions r
the expression

E�u�t�� ��

Z
�

r�u�x� t�� dx ���

is a Lyapunov functional� if u�x� t� is a solution of the di�usion �lter� E�u�t��
is decreasing in t� and bounded from below by vol�
� r���� where � is the
average grey value of f �
These Lyapunov functionals allow to prove that the �ltered image converges
to a constant image as t � �� Moreover� they show that � in spite of their
image enhancing qualities � the considered �lters create smoothing transfor�
mations� The special choices r�s� �� jsjp� r�s� �� �s����n and r�s� �� s ln s�
respectively� imply that all Lp norms with �� p�� are decreasing �e�g�
the energy ku�t�k�L������ all even central moments are decreasing �e�g� the

variance�� and the entropy S�u�t�
 �� �
R
�
u�x� t� ln�u�x� t�� dx� a measure

of uncertainty and missing information� is increasing with respect to t ���
�
Using Parseval�s equality we know that a decreasing energy is equivalent to
a decreasing sum of the squared Fourier coe�cients� Thus� in spite of the
fact that the �lters may act image enhancing� their global smoothing proper�
ties in terms of Lyapunov functionals can be interpreted in a deterministic�
stochastic� information�theory based and Fourier based manner�



Since we know the value of a Lyapunov functional for t � 	 and t � �� we
may regard an actual value E�u�t�� as a descriptor of the distance to the
initial and the steady�state� Prescribing a certain value gives an a�posteriori
criterion for the stopping time of the nonlinear di�usion process ���
� The
temporal evolution of Lyapunov�like expressions such as the entropy has also
been used for selecting the most important scales �����
� and there are in�
teresting relations between Lyapunov functionals� generalized entropies and
fractal theory ���
�

��� Temporal Regularizations

A temporal regularization for anisotropic di�usion �ltering has been proposed
by Cottet and El�Ayyadi ���
� see also ���
� Motivated from neural network
dynamics they consider a coupled PDE�ODE system of type

�u

�t
� div �Dru�� ��

dD

dt
� �

�
�F �ru��D� ���

where  � 	 is some delay parameter� and F �ru� is basically a projection
orthogonal to ru� if jruj is larger than some contrast parameter �� The unit
matrix is chosen as the initial value for the di�usion tensor D�
This restoration method combines intraregional isotropic smoothing with
anisotropic smoothing along edges� It has been used for edge�preserving de�
noising� and experiments indicate that it converges to a piecewise constant
steady�state� The currently available well�posedness results consist of an ex�
istence proof�

� Generalizations

	�� Additional Reaction Terms

Similarity Terms� Di�usion �lters with a constant steady�state require to
specify a stopping time T � if one wants to get nontrivial results� Sometimes it
is attempted to circumvent this task by adding an additional reaction term
which keeps the steady�state solution close to the original image�

�tu � div �g�jruj�� ru� � ��f�u� �� � 	�� ���

This equation can be regarded a the descent method of the energy functional

Ef �u� ��

Z
�

�
�
� ��u�f�

� � ��jruj�
�
dx� ���

In practice� such a modi�cation shifts the problem of specifying a stopping
time T to the problem of determining �� so it appears to be a matter of taste



which formulation is preferred� People interested in image restoration usually
prefer the reaction term� while for scale�space people it is more natural to
have a constant steady�state as the simplest image representation�
From a theoretical viewpoint� it is advantageous to choose a convex poten�
tial function � � since this guarantees well�posedness and stable algorithms
��	����	�����	
� For nonconvex potentials such as in ������
 many theoretical
questions are open�

Attractors to Certain Grey Values� Cottet and Germain ���
 have sug�
gested a reaction term h�u� which attracts the image u to a �nite number of
speci�ed grey levels� They are chosen as zeros of h� This idea can be used to
ease image segmentation and quantization� see also ��
� This is an example
where it is explicitly intended to create an energy functional with multiple
local minima�

	�� Higher Dimensions

It is easily seen that many of the previous results can be generalized to
higher dimensions� This may be useful when considering e�g� CT or MR
image sequences arising from medical applications or when applying di�usion
�lters to the postprocessing of �uctuating higher�dimensional numerical data�
Spatially regularized �D nonlinear di�usion �lters have been investigated by
Gerig et al� ��
 in the isotropic case� and by Rambaux and Gar�con ���
 in
the edge�enhancing anisotropic case� A generalization of coherence�enhancing
anisotropic di�usion to higher dimensions is proposed in ���
�

	�� Vector�Valued Models

Vector�valued images can arise either from devices measuring multiple phys�
ical properties or from a feature analysis of one single image� Examples for
the �rst category are colour images� multi�spectral Landsat exposures and
multi�spin echo MR images� whereas representatives of the second class are
given by statistical moments or the jet space induced by the image itself and
its partial derivatives up to a given order� Feature vectors play an important
role for tasks like texture segmentation�
The simplest idea how to apply di�usion �ltering to multichannel images
would be to di�use all channels separately and independently from each
other� This leads to the undesirable e�ect that edges may be formed at
di�erent locations for each channel� In order to avoid this� one should use
a common di�usivity which combines information from all channels� Such
isotropic vector�valued di�usion models were studied by Gerig et al� ��
 and
Whitaker ���
 in the context of medical imagery� Extensions to anisotropic
vector�valued models with a common tensor�valued structure descriptor for
all channels have been studied by Weickert ������
�



� Discrete and Numerical Aspects

For nonlinear di�usion �ltering numerous numerical methods have been ap�
plied�
In ���
 three schemes for a one�dimensional regularized nonlinear di�usion
�lter are compared� a wavelet method of Petrov�Galerkin type� a spectral
method and a �nite�di�erence �FD� scheme� It turned out that � especially
for large � � all results were fairly similar� Since the computational e�ort is
of a comparable order of magnitude� it seems to be a matter of taste which
scheme is preferred�
Other numerical methods have been applied as well� e�g� �nite elements
���������	
� B�ansch and Mikula reported a signi�cant speed�up by supple�
menting them with an adaptive mesh coarsening ��
� Neural network approx�
imations to nonlinear di�usion �lters are investigated by Cottet ������
 and
Fischl and Schwartz ��
� Perona and Malik ���
 propose hardware realiza�
tions by means of analogue VLSI networks with nonlinear resistors� A very
detailed VLSI proposal has been developed by Gijbels et al� ��
�
In most applications of nonlinear di�usion �lters� �nite di�erences are pre�
ferred� since they are easy to handle and the pixel structure of a real digital
image already provides a natural discretization on a �xed rectangular grid�
Explicit schemes are very simple to implement and� therefore� they are used
almost exclusively� Due to their local behaviour� they are well�suited for par�
allel architectures� Nevertheless� they su�er from the fact that fairly small
time step sizes are needed in order to ensure stability� Semi�implicit schemes
�which approximate the di�usivity or the di�usion tensor in an explicit way
and the rest implicitly� are considered in �����	
� They possess much better
stability properties� A fast multigrid technique using a pyramid algorithm for
the Perona�Malik �lter has been studied by Acton et al� ����
�
While the preceding techniques are focusing on approximating a continuous
equation� it is often desirable to have a genuinely discrete theory which guar�
antees that an algorithm exactly reveals the same qualitative properties as
its continuous counterpart� Such a framework is presented in ���
� both for
the semidiscrete �discrete in space� continuous in time� and for the fully dis�
crete case� Table � gives an overview of the requirements which are needed
in order to prove well�posedness� average grey value invariance� causality in
terms of an extremum principle and Lyapunov functionals� and convergence
to a constant steady�state�
We observe that the requirements belong to �ve categories� smoothness� sym�
metry� conservation� nonnegativity and connectivity requirements� These cri�
teria are easy to check for many discretizations� In particular� it turns out that
suitable explicit and semi�implicit �nite di�erence discretizations of essen�
tially all before mentioned models except for temporal regularizations create
discrete scale�spaces� see Table � Moreover� the discrete nonlinear scale�space
concept has also led to the development of fast novel schemes� which are based
on an additive operator splitting ���
� Under typical accuracy requirements�



Table �� Requirements for continuous� semidiscrete and fully discrete
nonlinear di�usion scale�space� See ���� for more details�

requirement continuous semidiscrete discrete
�tu � div �Dru� du

dt
� A�u�u u� � f

u�t � � � f u�� � f uk�� � Q�uk�uk

hDru� ni � 

smoothness D � C� A Lipschitz�cont� Q continuous

symmetry D symmetric A symmetric Q symmetric

conservation div form� re�� b�c� column sums  column sums �

nonnegativity pos� semide�nite nonneg� o��diags� nonneg� elements

connectivity uniform pos� def� irreducible irred�� pos� diagonal

these AOS schemes are about �	 times more e�cient than the widely used
explicit scheme� A speed�up by another order of magnitude has been achieved
by a parallel implementation ���
� This makes nonlinear di�usion �ltering at�
tractive for novel application areas� Figure � shows a rendering of a large �D
ultrasound image of a phoetus� It was denoised in less than one minute ��
iterations on four R�				 processors on an SGI Challenge XL��

Fig� �� Rendering of a ��D ultrasound image of a ��week
old phoetus� Left� Original� size ��
 � �
 � ��
� Right�
Filtered with the regularized nonlinear di�usion process
����� From �
���



Table �� Finite di�erence schemes which create a discrete nonlinear di�usion
scale�space� Upper indices denote the time level� 	 is the time step size� h the
grid size� m the dimension� and Al is a discretization of �xl�g �xlu��

scheme formula stability costs�iter� e�ciency

explicit uk�� �
�
I�	

mP
l��

Al�u
k�
�
uk 	 
 h�

�m
very low low

semi�implicit uk�� �
�
I�	

mP
l��

Al�u
k�
�
��

uk 	 
� high fair

AOS uk�� � �

m

mP
l��

�
I�m	Al�u

k�
�
��

uk 	 
� low high

� Applications

Nonlinear di�usion �lters have been applied for postprocessing �uctuating
data ���
 and for visualizing quality�relevant features in computer aided qual�
ity control ��������
� They are useful for improving subsampling ���
� for
blind image restoration ���
� for segmentation of textures ������
 and remotely
sensed data �����
� and for target tracking in infrared images ��
� Most appli�
cations� however� are concerned with the �ltering of medical images� see e�g�
�������������������
�
Besides such speci�c problem solutions� nonlinear di�usion �lters can be
found in commercial software packages such as the medical visualization tool
Analyze��

Di�usion�reaction approaches have been applied to edge detection �����	
�
to the restoration of inverse scattering images ���
� to SPECT ��
 and �D
vascular reconstruction in medical imaging ��
� and to optic �ow �����
 and
stereo problems ���
� They can also be extended to vector�valued images ���

and to corner�preserving smoothing of curves ���
�

	 Summary and Conclusions

We have studied possibilities to include a�priori knowledge into the concept
of di�usion �ltering by a stepwise model re�nement� starting with homoge�
neous linear blurring� we introduced an adaptation leading to inhomogeneous
blurring� A feedback in the di�usivity gives nonlinear �lters which are well�
posed for monotonously increasing �uxes� but they do not allow to enhance
edges� Feature enhancement in a well�posed way requires models with spatial
or temporal regularizations� While spatial regularizations are closer to scale�
space ideas� temporal regularizations are better suited for image restoration�
Anisotropic models with a di�usion tensor o�er the most degrees of freedom

� Analyze is a registered trademark of Mayo Medical Ventures� � First Street
SW� Rochester� MN ����� U�S�A�



in the modelling� even the enhancement of coherent structures becomes pos�
sibles within a scale�space evolution� Regularizations in nonlinear di�usion
�lters are far more than a stabilization strategy� they become part of the
model� and they are a natural way for integrating semilocal or even global
information into the evolution�
It is remarkable that for most models many theoretical results regarding
well�posedness and smoothing scale�space properties have been established�
and that feature enhancement and and scale�space smoothing is not really
contradictive�
E�cient well�founded algorithms build a bridge between the �exible and
mathematical sound theoretical basis of nonlinear di�usion �ltering and a
lot of challenging real�world problems in image processing and computer vi�
sion�
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